Warranty
LeaFree™ is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
See actual warranty for details.

How it Works
LeaFree™ works on the scientific principle of water
adhesion. The patent-pending design allows water
to enter the gutter while keeping leaves and debris
out. The design allows LeaFree™ to be custom fit
to any home by adjusting to any roof pitch. The
1/2- inch horizontal opening is ideal to handle the
heaviest rains and keep debris out.
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The Flex-Bend
collects additional water through the vertical
perforations and bends to allow each system to
be custom fit to match the exact roof pitch.
The Nose-Forward Cover
extends past the gutter lip, allowing water to
follow the curve of the hood and flow into the
gutter, while leaves and debris are effectively
washed away.
The Preset Opening
keeps water where you want it—Flowing through
your gutters.
The Debris Free Gutter
allows water to flow freely.
No Hangers or Brackets!
LeaFree™ does not install over additional hangers
or brackets that can move or shift over time. The
panels are only screwed into the lip of the gutter
and not into the roof or fascia.
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We offer 15 colors and copper. Actual colors may vary.

Call today for a FREE demonstration and estimate.

The Most Reliable
and Cost Effective
Gutter System
Clog-FREE
Gutters or
We’ll Clean
Them for FREE!
Today!
www.LeafXguttercovers.com

www.leafree.com
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Experience

The Benefits

of a LeaFree Gutter
TM

Reliable
Handles any rainfall ever
recorded. Specialized patent
pending inside miters and high
water flow panels are available
for areas where water flow is
extreme.

Installation
Screws only into gutter lip.
Panels interlock and slide
under the first row of shingles.
NO screwing into your roof
and/or fascia.

Color Options
Offered in 15 colors (plus
copper) to match your new or
existing gutters.
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Appearance
Low profile since panels install
under first row of shingles.
Colors match your gutter and
improve curb appeal.

Easy to Repair
Panels are 4 feet long and can
easily be replaced in the event
that they are damaged by
falling tree limbs.

Cost
Many other leaf guard systems
on the market today are very
expensive because they are
only offered through costly
franchise businesses. LeaFree™
is much more cost effective
since it is distributed through a
national network of preferred
distributors to eliminate these
extra charges.

Versatile
Thanks to the flex-bend seam,
LeaFree™ can be installed on
any roof pitch or roof type.
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